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l if e st yle

Adele had the world’s best-selling album last year, a
global smash that helped music revenues record their
first significant growth since the dawn of the digital age

two decades ago. Figures released yesterday by the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industry show
that the British singer’s chart-topping “25” sold 17.4 million
copies - five times more than runners-up Ed Sheeran and
Taylor Swift, whose albums “X” and “1989” both sold 3.5 million
copies. The year’s best-selling single was “See You Again” by
Wiz Khalifa featuring Charlie Puth, which moved 20.9 million
copies.

The IFPI said global revenues from recorded music rose 3.2
percent between 2014 and 2015, to $15 billion, as an industry
decimated by the digital revolution returned to growth. The
group said the rise marks “the industry’s first significant year-

on-year growth in nearly two decades.” IFPI chief executive
Frances Moore said the figures “reflect an industry that has
adapted to the digital age and emerged stronger and
smarter.”

Sales of digital music, including streaming and downloads,
accounted for 45 percent of the total, compared to 39 percent
for vinyl, CDs and other physical products - the first time digi-
tal music has generated the biggest share of revenue.
Performance-rights revenue accounts for most of the remain-
der. Online, people increasingly listen to music by streaming
rather than downloading. Streaming revenue rose by 45 per-
cent in 2015, while money from downloads declined by 10.5
percent.

Despite revenue rising overall, the report says there is a
growing gap between the amount of music being consumed

and the money being returned to artists and producers. The
IFPI said this “value gap” has increased due to the growing
popularity of music being streamed on advertising-supported
“user upload” services such as YouTube, which argue that they
are exempt from the licensing rules applied to other online
music services - and so pay less to musicians and record com-
panies. Moore said that “the value gap is the biggest con-
straint to revenue growth for artists, record labels and all
music rights holders” and lawmakers around the world should
close the streaming loophole. — AP

Adele has best-selling album as global music revenue rises

Adele poses backstage with her six
awards at the 54th annual Grammy
Awards on Sunday, Feb 12, 2012 in

Los Angeles, USA. — AP

The Weeknd, Bieber

earn Billboard Music

Award nominations

It’s a sweet day to be The Weeknd. The R&B artist is leading
the nominees at this year’s Billboard Music Awards with 16
nods in categories such as top artist, top hot 100 song and

top Billboard 200 album. Justin Bieber is following behind the
“Can’t Feel My Face” singer with 11 nominations, including top
artist and top male artist. Fetty Wap and Drake are each up for
10 awards. Drake will compete against himself in the top rap
album category with “If You’re Reading This It’s Too Late” and
his collaboration with Future on “What A Time To Be Alive.”

Adele and Taylor Swift are tied with eight nominations,
including top artist, top female artist, top Billboard 200 artist
and top Billboard 200 album - all of which Swift won at last
year’s ceremony. The Weeknd’s “Beauty Behind The Madness”
is up for the top Billboard 200 album against Adele’s “25,”
Justin Bieber’s “Purpose,” Ed Sheeran’s “x” and Taylor Swift’s
“1989.” The Weeknd, Bieber and Drake will compete against
Adele and Swift for the top artist award. Billboard Music
Awards hosts Ludacris and Ciara announced some of the nom-
inees Monday on ABC’s “Good Morning America.” The show
will air live on ABC from the T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas on
May 22. — AP

Al-Waleed Bin Talal, 
a shareholder in Fox,

announces plans to boost
Arab Film Industry

Saudi Prince Al-Waleed Bin Talal,  who owns a 6.6%
stake in 21st Century Fox, is increasing his invest-
ments in Arab movies through his Rotana Media

Group with plans to produce a slate of new Arabic block-
busters over the next two years and ambitions to give
the local industry a post-Arab Spring boost. Rotana, in
which Al-Waleed is a majority shareholder, has
announced it will be working with Egyptian producers
including Ahmad Al-Sabki and Walid Sabri on a slate of
mainstream movies mainly for Arab auds to be churned
out over the next two years in an effort to breathe new
life into the Arab film industry which remains largely
Egypt-centric despite damages inflicted to producers by
Egypt’s political turbulence.

“The production of new movies will lead to the reacti-
vation of this important and strategic industry in the
Arab world after it suffered deeply during the Arab
Spring,” vowed Rotana’s CEO Turki Al- Shabana in a state-
ment. Top Arab talent involved in the unspecified proj-
ects includes prominent Egyptian director Yousry
Nasrallah, whose post-Arab Spring drama “After the
Battle” competed at the Cannes Film Festival in 2012.
Nasrallah’s upcoming new film is “Brooks, Meadows and
Beautiful Faces” about a family of cooks who cater for a
wedding in the countryside.

Rotana Media Group said it has earmarked $36 million
for the new slate, a considerable sum given that most
Arab movies cost less than $1 million, bringing its total
investment in Arabic film production to $281 million. Fox
holds a 19% share in Rotana, a diversified Riyadh-based
Middle East media company which is the world’s largest
producer of Arabic music and a prominent film distribu-
tor and producer. Al-Waleed’s past entertainment invest-
ments include financing Michael Jackson’s world “History
Tour.” He is also known to have a longstanding rapport
with Rupert Murdoch. Besides being Fox’s number two
shareholder, Al-Waleed also holds substantial stakes in
Twitter and Euro Disney.-Reuters

Steven Spielberg, George Clooney and Jodie Foster are
tipped to be among those who will walk the red carpet at
Cannes next month when the lineup for the world’s top

film festival is revealed Wednesday. While nominations for the
main Palme d’Or prize are still under tight wraps, it appears that
Spielberg will almost certainly show his adaptation of Roald
Dahl’s children’s classic “The BFG” (The Big Friendly Giant) out of
competition. It will most likely be joined by Jodie Foster’s new
thriller “Money Monster”, about a television financial pundit tak-
en hostage by a man whose family has been left penniless by his
dud tips.

Starring Clooney as the Wall Street tipster and Julia Roberts
as his TV producer, the film will be released internationally dur-
ing the festival, which runs in the French Riviera resort from May
11 to 22. Festival chiefs Thierry Fremaux and Pierre Lescure have
already announced that Woody Allen’s new Amazon-backed film
“Cafe Society” will open the annual jamboree, also out of com-
petition. The competitors for the main competition, however, are
harder to call, with the final list often not decided till the very last
minute. The presence of festival favorite Pedro Almodovar, who
made his name with “Women on the Verge of a Nervous
Breakdown”, has been thrown into doubt when his was named
as running an offshore company in the Panama Papers leak last
week. The Spanish director-a leftwinger known for his support
of environmental causes-cancelled a press conference to pro-
mote his new film “Julieta” about a girl who disappears for a
decade, and did not show up at a preview screening in
Barcelona.

Main competition 
Insiders, however, are predicting that the American actor-

director Sean Penn’s new film “The Last Face”, starring his ex-girl-
friend Charlize Theron and Javier Bardem will figure in the line-
up. The romance set in Africa among humanitarian workers also
stars the French actress Adele Exarchopoulos. US director Jeff
Nichols, who made the highly praised “Midnight Special” last
year, is also thought to be a shoo-in for “Loving”, his story about a
mixed-raced couple confronting racism in 1950s Virginia. The
Canadian wunderkind Xavier Dolan, who first came to interna-
tional attention at Cannes with “I Killed My Mother” in 2009
when he was only 20, seems a near certainty for his new family
drama “It’s Only the End of the World”, with its stellar cast of
Marion Cotillard, Vincent Cassel and Bond star Lea Seydoux.

Indie cinema icon Jim Jarmush’s “Paterson” and “La fille incon-
nue” (The Unknown Girl) by Belgium’s Dardenne brothers-two-
time Palme d’Or winners-also seem assured of being among the
19 contenders for the main competition. The Bosnian Serb Emir
Kusturica-who has also lifted the prize twice-is a clear candidate
with “On the Milky Road” starring Monica Bellucci as is another
past winner, Romania’s Cristian Mungiu with “Family Photos”. But
there were questions over whether “I, Daniel Blake”, the latest
film from Cannes favourite, Briton Ken Loach-about welfare cuts
hurting vulnerable families-will make the final cut.

Cannes’ traditionally strong Asian presence is likely to be led
by Japan’s Hirokazu Kore-Eda with “After the Storm”, Kiyoshi
Kurosawa’s “The Woman in the Silver Plate” and South Korean
Park Chan-Wook’s “The Handmaid”. “Showgirls” director Paul
Verhoeven may mark his comeback with “Elle” with French
actress Isabelle Huppert in the lead, with the Mexican director
Amal Escalante’s “The Untamed” and Chilean film “Neruda” by
Pablo Larrain also being talked up. — AFP

Spielberg, Foster and Penn likely
to feature in Cannes line-up

File photo shows The Weeknd appears at the 58th annual
Grammy Awards in Los Angeles. — AP

File photo shows Justin Bieber performs during his
‘Purpose World Tour’ in Los Angeles.

From the bodacious bodies of “Baywatch” to the literary cre-
dentials of August Wilson’s “Fences,” Paramount Pictures
has a diverse slate of films on its schedule. The studio

teased some upcoming properties Monday at CinemaCon, kick-
ing off the annual gathering of theater owners and exhibitors,
with stars, footage, and some announcements. Paramount con-
firmed that Denzel Washington and Viola Davis will reprise their
Tony-winning roles in a big screen adaptation of “Fences,” which
Washington will direct.

Audiences also saw some comedic, self-referential footage
from the “Baywatch” movie starring Dwayne Johnson and Zac
Efron, scheduled for release next year. Johnson, Efron, and co-

star Alexandra Daddario teased the film in a video message
bedecked in the signature red bathing suits. Stars present at the
conference included Megan Fox and Will Arnett who took the
stage to hype “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the
Shadows,” which comes out on June 3, while Jack Huston was
there to tout the Aug. 19, 3D release of the “Ben-Hur” remake.
Jeremy Renner and Amy Adams also showed footage from their
upcoming sci-fi drama “Story of Your Life” from “Sicario” director
Denis Villeneuve. The film follows a linguist (Adams) who is
called upon to interpret the language of an alien species that
have landed on earth.

“There’s not enough cinema in Hollywood where we have a

strong, intelligent, badass female lead. That’s why I did it,” Renner
said - a moment of life in an otherwise flat presentation. Tom
Cruise, who last year wowed the exhibitor audience with his
tales of practical stunts in “Mission: Impossible - Rogue Nation”
addressed the conference this year in video message from
London. Cruise said the next “Mission: Impossible” film will start
shooting this fall, but first previewed “Jack Reacher: Never Go
Back,” which Ed Zwick, who directed Cruise in “The Last Samurai,”
is directing. Later, “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” director JJ
Abrams accepted a showman of the year award. On stage,
Abrams, a backer of the controversial Screening Room, made a
plea for the exhibitors to be “thoughtful partners in the evolu-

tion of this medium.” “We have to adapt. We have to meet that
challenge with creative solutions and not fear,” Abrams said. “To
me there is nothing better than going to the movies and there
never will be.” Despite having Abrams and “Star Trek Beyond”
writer and star on hand, Paramount mysteriously did not pre-
view any footage from the Justin Lin-directed film which hits
theaters this summer. Abrams, a producer, only said that it is
“looking like the most thrilling ‘Star Trek’ yet.” CinemaCon runs
through Thursday. — AP

Paramount teases ‘Baywatch,’ confirms ‘Fences’ at CinemaCon

Will Arnett, left, and Megan Fox, cast members in the upcoming film ‘Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows,’ open up a pizza onstage. — AP photos

Megan Fox, left, and Will Arnett, cast members in the upcoming film
‘Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows,’ take the stage
during the Paramount Pictures presentation at CinemaCon 2016.

Amy Adams, left, and Jeremy Renner, cast members in the upcoming film
“Story of Your Life,” share a dance as they arrive onstage.

Paramount Pictures has given an awards season release
date of Nov. 23 for “Allied,” Brad Pitt’s World War II
romantic triller. “Allied,” produced by GK Films, also stars

Marion Cotillard and is directed by Robert Zemeckis. The film
is shooting in London, with production also taking place in
the Canary Islands. Zameckis is directing from a script by
Steven Knight (“The Hundred-Foot Journey”). Graham King,
who won an Oscar for “The Departed,” is producing with
Zemeckis, and Steve Starkey.

Denis O’Sullivan, Jack Rapke (“Flight”),” Jackie Levine,
Patrick McCormick and Knight are serving as executive pro-
ducers. Pitt is portraying an intelligence officer in 1942 North
Africa who encounters a French Resistance fighter, played by
Cotillard, on a deadly mission behind enemy lines. Reunited in
London, their relationship is threatened by the extreme pres-
sures of the war. Joining Pitt and Cotillard are Jared Harris,
Lizzy Caplan (“Masters of Sex”) and Matthew Goode of
“Downton Abbey.” Paramount had not previously announced

the title or release date of the Pitt-Cotillard project. The studio
also announced it will release “Florence Foster Jenkins” star-
ring Meryl Streep as a delusional opera singer, on Aug. 12.
Stephen Frears directs from a script by Nicholas Martin. The
studio has also moved “Ben-Hur” remake back a week to Aug
19.—Reuters

Pitt’s World War II movie
‘Allied’ set for Nov 23 release
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